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Abstract
Information scattering is an often observed phenomenon related to information collections where there

are a few sources that have many items of relevant information about a topic, while most sources have

only a few. This entry discusses the original discovery of the phenomenon, the types of information

scattering observed across many different information collections, methods that have been used to analyze

the phenomenon, explanations for why and how information scattering occurs, and how these results have

informed the design of systems and search strategies. The entry concludes with future challenges related

to building computational models to more precisely describe the process of information scatter, and

algorithms which help users to gather highly scattered information.

INTRODUCTION

Whether one searches for research papers about a subject

in journals, or for facts about a topic on the Web, a com-

mon observation is that there are very few sources (e.g.,

journals or Web pages) that contain many items of relevant

information, while most sources have only a few. This

phenomenon is referred to as information scattering, and
has been a topic of research for over seven decades.

Although the first report on the phenomenon of infor-

mation (or literature) scattering is generally attributed to

Bradford,[1] it became increasingly clear by 1900 that a

large part of the scientific literature on any subject seemed

to be scattered across an indefinite number of generalist

and specialist journals, with no direct relationship to the

subject.[2] This phenomenon posed a problem for the bib-

liographic control of information because of the possibil-

ity of “missed literature” in any comprehensive search.

Bradford, a chemist turned librarian, helped to quantify

this observation.[1] He recorded a regularity in the num-

bers of papers on two scientific subjects across different

journals. He noticed that if the journals in each of the two

scientific subjects were first ranked in order of the num-

bers of papers they contain on a subject, and then divided

into, say, three groups with an equal number of papers,

the numbers of journals in successive groups grew in the

ratio of 1: k: k2. For example, if 3000 papers on a subject

were found in 800 journals, then the ratio of (ranked)

journals, in successive groups of 1000 papers, is 42: 158:

600, or approximately 1: 3.8: 3.82.[3] The number of pre-

selected groups can be other than three, which will result in

a different number of journals in each group, but will result

in a similar regularity. This mathematical regularity, which

predicts a core, middle, and peripheral groups of journals

for any subject, is often referred to as Bradford’s Law of
Scattering and the resulting distribution of papers across

journals as a Bradford Distribution.
When Bradford published the above quantitative find-

ings, they were surprising as it suggested that the “missed

literature” could be as much as two-thirds of the total for

any subject. However, these results are relevant even to-

day because current electronic databases (e.g., Web of

Science or Scopus) analyze only a fraction of the world’s

journals leading to a similar result.

Subsequent to the publication of Bradford’s[1] paper,

there has been considerable debate about inconsistencies

in the verbal and graphical description of the law,[4] and

how to represent the law of scattering using more standard

statistical measures such as frequency distributions. The

latter has led to comparisons[5] with other similar laws such

as Zipf’s Law[6] and Lotka’s Law[7] which describe skewed

distributions for other kinds of information phenomena

(e.g., the distribution of words across books or authors

across papers). Such hyperbolic distributions are referred

to as the informetric laws and are studied in the broader

field of Informetrics, generally defined to include all quan-

tifiable aspects of Information Science.[3,8] Bibliometrics,

including bibliometric laws are (earlier) terms still used in

the literature of information scattering.

Furthermore, there have been debates on how to define

the concept of “subject”[9] or “topic”[10] (e.g., melanoma

vs. melanoma treatment), which could produce different
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results when deriving Bradford distributions of papers

across journals or studying the distributions of authors

across papers (Lotka’s Law). However, despite these

debates about specific details on the original formulation

of Bradford’s law of scattering, there is now general

agreement that information scattering is a fundamental

information phenomenon, and continues to be an active

research area for bibliometricians, informetricians, scien-

tometricians, webometricians, and other researchers.

This entry provides an overview of the research on

information scattering based on five sections: 1) Types of

information scatter; 2) Methods to analyze information

scatter; 3) Explanations for the process of information

scatter; 4) Implications of information scatter for search

strategies and the design of search systems; and 5) Future

research challenges.

TYPES OF INFORMATION SCATTER

One way to classify the different types of information scat-

ter is based on how different granularities of information
objects (e.g., articles, words, facts) are distributed across

different granularities of containers (e.g., journals, books,
Web pages). Several studies on information scatter have

analyzed different combinations of information objects and

containers, at different granularities. As discussed in the

introduction, Bradford[1] analyzed the distribution of arti-

cles across journals and Zipf[6] analyzed the distribution of

words within a book. More recently, research has analyzed

the distribution of articles across online databases,[11–13] the

distribution of images across databases,[14] and the distribu-

tion of facts about a topic across Web pages and Web

sites.[15,16] In each case, while the exact fitted curves (e.g.,

power law, exponential, Poisson) of the distributions vary,

the researchers have found strong similarity to the overall

regularity originally observed by Bradford. For example, as

shown in Fig. 1, the distribution of facts across Web pages

is best fitted by a discrete exponential curve.[15]

Nicolaisen and Hjørland[9] have also classified the differ-

ent types of information scatter in terms of 1) lexical scatter-

ing (words across collection of texts); 2) semantic scattering

(concepts across texts); and 3) subject scattering (items use-

ful to a given task or problem). Furthermore, the different

types of information scatter constrain the relationships be-

tween object and container. For example, facts and articles

about a topic can be in multiple Web pages or databases

respectively. However, a particular article can be in only

one journal. These constraints result in different relation-

ships between information objects and containers.

METHODS USED TO ANALYZE INFORMATION
SCATTER

There have been three principal methods used to quantita-

tively characterize information scatter: 1) Frequency

distributions; 2) Coverage analyses; and 3) Network

visualizations and analysis.

Frequency Distributions

Frequency distribution is a standard statistical method

designed to show for a dataset the relationship between a

ranked list of categories of observations (e.g., 1–10 jour-

nals, 11–20 journals, etc.) and the number or frequency of

data items that fit into each category (e.g., 200 articles

occurring in 1–10 journals). Typically the categories are

placed on the x-axis and the number or frequency is on

the y-axis, however, several researchers such as Zipf[6]

chose to transpose them. Figure 1 shows the frequency

distribution of the number of facts about a topic across a

ranked list of pages.[15] Depending on the data and the

point that the researcher wishes to make, frequency dis-

tributions have been used in formats other than the above

to characterize information scatter. For example, while

the graph in Fig. 1 represents unique occurrences of facts

in each category, a cumulative frequency distribution

includes successive values. Furthermore, when there are

a large number of categories and frequencies, the distri-

bution are often plotted on a log–log plot which signifi-

cantly reduces the length of the x-axis for such large

datasets, while preserving the overall relationship.

Coverage Analyses

While the above distributions describe the data, they can-

not reveal the minimum number of information containers

to visit to get all the information objects. To reveal such

details, researchers use distributions which are focused on

coverage. Figure 2 shows how many databases are needed

to find all the papers related to a subject.[13] Such a distri-

bution provides another measure for comparing the infor-

mation scatter among topics or databases. Similar to

Fig. 1 Distribution of facts about melanoma risk and preven-

tion across high-quality healthcare pages. The distribution is

best fit by a discrete exponential curve.

Source: Bhavnani, S.K. Why is it difficult to find comprehensive

information? Implications of information scatter for search and

design. J. Am. Soc. Inform. Sci. Technol. 2005, 56 (9), 989–1003.
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Fig. 2, most results in information scatter studies have

revealed that it takes many containers to get full coverage

of information objects.

Network Visualizations and Analyses

Graphical networks are increasingly being used in a wide

range of domains to analyze complex relationships such

as information scatter. A network is a graph consisting of

nodes and edges; nodes represent one or more types of

entities (e.g., facts or Web pages), and edges between the

nodes represent a specific relationship (e.g., a Web page

contains a fact). Figure 3 shows a bipartite network

(where edges exist only between two different types of

entities) of how facts about melanoma risk and preven-

tion, are contained in Web pages from the top 10 health-

care Web sites for melanoma information.

Networks have two advantages for analyzing informa-

tion scatter: 1) They represent a particular relationship

between different nodes and therefore can reveal patterns,

such as how specific facts occur in different groups of

Web pages and 2) They can be rapidly visualized and

analyzed using a toolbox of network analysis methods

and visualization algorithms. For example, Fig. 3 shows a

force-directed layout algorithm which helps to visualize

the relationship between Web pages and facts.[17] The

algorithm simulates placing attractive forces between con-

nected nodes and a weakly repulsive force between all

nodes. The result is that facts which co-occur in many of

the same pages are placed close to each other and close to

the pages that mention them. The analysis revealed that

there are two subgroups of pages (the top and bottom),

which contain a concentration of different sets of facts,

while another group of pages in the middle that contain

both groups of facts. Furthermore, the visualization

reveals common and rare facts, and how they co-occur

across the pages. Such visualizations (and related quanti-

tative network measures used to verify the visual observa-

tions) therefore help to reveal new regularities about

information scatter which are often concealed in aggregate

measures such as frequency distributions.

EXPLANATIONS FOR INFORMATION SCATTER

While there are many studies that quantify information

scatter, there are relatively few explanations for why in-

formation occurs. This scatter of articles across journals

has been explained as follows: Although each field has a

core set of a few journals where authors publish, there are

many other journals with suitable subject scopes. Further-

more, because papers are often interdisciplinary in nature

and therefore relevant to more than one field, authors may

publish such papers in journals that are close to as well as

distant to their main field. This results in the core journals

of one field becoming the peripheral journals of another

field.[18] Hood and Wilson[13] posit that information scat-

ter could be related to the interdisciplinarity of topics: the

more interdisciplinary a topic, the higher probability that

the authors would choose to publish results in either a

generalist journal related to the interdisciplinary topic or

in a specialist journal of a field other than the authors’

academic field. This publishing practice may result in the

high scatter of such topics across journals and databases.

Bhavnani[15] found that facts (e.g., high UV exposure

increases your risk of getting melanoma) about five

Fig. 2 Distribution of the percentage of journal articles retrieved as a function of the number of databases accessed.

Source: Hood, W.; Wilson, C.S. The scatter of documents over databases in different subject domains: How many databases are

needed? J. Am. Soc. Inform. Sci. 2001, 52 (14), 1242–1254.
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healthcare topics (e.g., melanoma risk and prevention) were

scattered across high-quality Web sites specializing in that

topic. There were many pages which had few facts, few

pages that had many facts, and no pages that had all the

facts. Furthermore, the analysis revealed that underlying

this distribution were three different page profiles that

varied in fact density and role: General pages which con-

tain many facts in medium amount of detail and play the

role of providing an overview of the topic (e.g., What Are

the Risk Factors for Melanoma?); Specific pages which

contain few facts in a large amount of detail and play the

role of providing detailed description of a few facts (e.g.,

Sunscreens and Prevention of Malignant Melanoma); and

Sparse pages which contain few facts in a small amount of

detail and were pages that were of broader topics (e.g., Skin

Cancer) with a brief reference to the search topic.

The above observations led to the information satu-
ration model[19] to explain this phenomenon. In this

hypothetical model, Web page authors follow a process

of accumulation to progressively add facts in detail to

a page, until a length and detail saturation threshold

is reached. At such a threshold, because the Web page

becomes unwieldy and difficult to read, Web page authors

heed design guidelines by removing detail about facts

from these pages through the process of abstraction
resulting in general pages. Concurrently, they also might

be creating new pages to elaborate particular facts in high

detail through the process of specialization resulting in

specific pages. Finally as a topic becomes more impor-

tant, the topic permeates otherwise irrelevant pages

resulting in sparse pages. The above processes could lead

to the creation of a large number of specific pages and

sparse pages, while constraining the total number of gen-

eral pages. However, while there have been quantitative

models that generate different informetric phenomena

such as the distribution of papers per author,[20] there

appears to be no research that has quantitatively modeled

phenomena related to information scatter.

IMPLICATIONS OF INFORMATION SCATTER
FOR SEARCH AND DESIGN

While there have been claims that Bradford’s law has

been useful for selecting journals for libraries or data-

bases, there are actually no references about how it

has been applied in practical library and information

sciences.[9] Some researchers have explored the implica-

tions for the phenomenon of information scatter to search

strategies, and the design of systems to help users find

comprehensive information. Bates[21] proposed that be-

cause the core, middle, and peripheral regions of the

Bradford distribution have different densities of relevant

articles, they imply the use of different search strategies.

For example, when searching for articles, users should

identify the core set of journals for that topic. Because

there is a high density of relevant articles in the core,

browsing could be sufficient to find many relevant arti-

cles. In contrast, because the middle region has a lower

density of relevant articles, users need to use queries that

exploit systematic organizations of articles such as in-

dexes. Finally, in the peripheral region where articles are

Fig. 3 The scatter network for melanoma risk/prevention showing how 14 facts (white labeled nodes) occur in 108 relevant pages

(solid nodes). The white arrow points to a common fact and the black arrow points to a rare fact.

Source: Adamic, L.A.; Bhavnani, S.K.; Xiaolin, S. Scatter networks: A new approach for analyzing information scatter on the web.

New J. Phys. (Special Issue on Complex Systems) 2007, 9, 231.
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very scattered, users need to use strategies such as citation
tracking to quickly find the relevant articles.

While the above search strategies are implied by

the density of articles across the different regions of the

Bradford distribution, Bhavnani[15] leveraged the idea

of information density within Web pages through the

general–specific–sparse search strategy. This strategy

recommends that users first find and read general pages

about a topic to get an overview of the topic and to ensure

that they do not miss any facts. Next (as often prescribed

by earlier authors such as Kirk),[22] users should find

specific pages that specialize in the facts they found within

the general pages, to help elaborate facts of interest.

Finally, they should broaden the search by finding and

reading sparse pages to understand how the topic of inter-

est relates to other topics.

The above strategy was operationalized in a Web site

called the Strategy Hub[23] to help users find comprehen-

sive healthcare information. In this system Web pages

were organized in terms of general, specific, and sparse

pages, and users were guided to read pages that followed

that strategy. In a controlled experiment, users of the

Strategy Hub found more comprehensive information in

the same amount of time compared to equivalent users of

MedlinePlus and Google.

FUTURE RESEARCH CHALLENGES

Future research challenges include: 1) building models

to understand the process of information scatter; and

2) algorithms to help users gather highly scattered informa-

tion. As described earlier, although a few researchers have

proposed explanations for information scatter, none of these

have been formalized into a model and tested to simulate

the process of information scatter. Future research should

therefore develop computational models to simulate infor-

mation scatter over time so that the phenomenon can be

precisely understood. The second area of potential future

research is to leverage a precise understanding of infor-

mation scatter to develop new algorithms which either auto-

matically aggregate different types of scattered information

or work interactively with users to help them find compre-

hensive information.
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